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ABSTRACT

The NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center’s (GSFC’s) W-band (94 GHz) Cloud Radar System

(CRS) has been comprehensively updated to modern solid-state and digital technology. This

W-band (94 GHz) radar flies in nadir-pointing mode on the NASA ER-2 high-altitude aircraft,

providing polarimetric reflectivity and Doppler measurements of clouds and precipitation. This

paper describes the design and signal processing of the upgraded CRS. It includes details on the

hardware upgrades (SSPA transmitter, antenna, and digital receiver) including a new reflectarray

antenna and solid-state transmitter. It also includes algorithms, including internal loop-back

calibration, external calibration using a direct relationship between volume reflectivity and the

range-integrated backscatter of the ocean, and a modified staggered-PRF Doppler algorithm that

is highly resistant to unfolding errors. Data samples obtained by upgraded CRS through recent

NASA airborne science missions are provided.
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1. Introduction18

Clouds play a significant role in both the global hydrological cycle and the climate through earth’s19

radiated energy budget (Stephens et al. 1990). W-band (94 GHz) radar is a unique tool for studying20

cloud systems, providing higher sensitivity than lower frequency radars and better cloud penetration21

than lidar. The W-band spaceborne CloudSat Cloud Profiling Radar (CPR) (Stephens et al. 2002)22

has had great success in sampling clouds worldwide, and airborne W-band radars such as the23

NASA/GSFC Cloud Radar System (CRS) Li et al. (2004), the NASA/JPL Airborne Precipitation24

Radar 3 (APR3), and the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) HIAPER Cloud25

Radar (HCR) (Vivekanandan et al. 2015), compliment this capability by providing high resolution26

capability, multi-instrument retrievals, and targeted overpasses of atmospheric events.27

The recent comprehensive upgrade of theNASACRS instrument achieves sensitivity comparable28

to conventional Extended Interaction Klystron (EIK) radars with a 30-Watt Solid State Power29

Amplifier (SSPA) combined with an innovative 51 cm width reflectarray antenna. The use of30

SSPA rather than EIK technology at 94 GHz allows for highly sensitive radars with reduced mass31

and size, and removes the necessity of high-voltage electronics. This paper details the upgraded32

solid-state CRS. The hardware and performance of the instrument are shown. Additionally,33

algorithms are detailed, such as pulse compression with ultra-low range sidelobes, the direct34

relationship between volume reflectivity and normalized radar cross section, and a dual-PRF35

Doppler algorithm designed to minimize both the occurrence of inappropriate Doppler unfolding36

of high velocities and the standard deviation of the Doppler measurement. Internal and external37

calibration equations are discussed as well.38
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2. System Description39

TheNASAGSFCW-band (94GHz) CloudRadar System (CRS)was originally built in the 1990’s40

using an extended interaction klystron (EIK) transmitter to provide cloud profiling capability to the41

NASA ER-2 aircraft (Li et al. 2004). The original CRS system flew in numerous field campaigns42

including the Cirrus Regional Study of Tropical Anvils and Cirrus Layers - Florida Area Cirrus43

Experiment (CRYSTAL-FACE) (Evans et al. 2005), the Tropical Composition, Cloud, and Climate44

Coupling (TC4) (Toon et al. 2010), the Cloudsat, Calipso Validation Experiment (CCVEX) (Mace45

et al. 2009), et al. Goddard Space Flight Center began a comprehensive upgrade in 2012 to46

modernize CRS. The use of emerging high-power W-band solid-state power amplifier (SSPA)47

technology improves system reliability and enables pulse compression. A new reflectarray antenna48

improves sensitivity and acts as a technology demo for a combined aperture W-band and Ka-band49

(35GHz) spaceborne radar (Hand et al. 2013). The upgraded radar was completed in early 2014 and50

since then it has flown during the 2014 NASA Integrated Precipitation and Hydrology Experiment51

(IPHEX) (Barros et al. 2014), the 2015 NASARadar Definition Experiment (RADEX) experiment,52

a NOAA 2017 GOES-R calibration/validation campaign, and the 2020 NASA Investigation of53

Microphysics and Precipitation for Atlantic Coast-Threatening Snowstorms (IMPACTS).54

The electronic subsystems and antenna of CRS were comprehensively upgraded while maintain-55

ing the mechanical structure of the hermetic transceiver housing of the original instrument. CRS56

is mounted on the NASA ER-2 aircraft within the tailcone and mid-sections “superpod” payload57

locations as is illustrated in Fig. 1. A description of the NASA ER-2 is given by NASA/DFRC58

(2002). The antenna, along with a hermetic canister which houses the transceiver, waveform gen-59

erator, and navigation system are located in the superpod tailcone. The RF subsystem is connected60

to a 0.51 m width reflectarray antenna that points nadir through an open window. The data system,61
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digital receiver, and power distribution subsystems are located in the pressurized midbody of the62

aircraft superpod. The simplified system block diagram is shown in Fig. 2. CRS may also be63

flown in combination with the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center’s High-altitude Imaging Wind64

and Rain Airborne Profiler (HIWRAP) radar in the left wing superpod (Li et al. 2016) using shared65

data system and digital receiver subsystems between the two instruments, allowing co-located Ku-,66

Ka-, and W-band measurements.67

The upgraded CRS system takes advantage of an innovative reflectarray antenna and recent68

advancements in solid-state power amplifier (SSPA) technology, utilizing an SSPA and pulse69

compression to achieve good range resolution, sensitivity, and reliability. The performance met-70

rics of the solid state CRS radar in its commonly deployed configuration are shown in Table 1.71

Descriptions of the solid-state transceiver, antenna, waveform, and digital subsystems are below.72

a. Solid-State Transceiver73

The CRS transceiver uses a coherent two-stage heterodyne systemwith the SSPA. The transmitter74

and receiver share the antenna with a waveguide circulator and a set of latching circulator switches75

to provide receiver protection. The noise figure of the receiver is set by a low-noise amplifier76

(LNA) and the insertion losses of front end components including a circulator, latching circulators,77

a mechanical waveguide switch, and waveguides. Internal calibration is achieved through a loop-78

back path that feeds an attenuated sample of the transmitted waveform into the receiver. This79

calibration subsystem is detailed in Section 4 and Appendix B.80

The waveform generator creates a frequency-diversity waveform consisting of amplitude tapered81

pulses and an amplitude-tapered linear frequency modulated (LFM) chirp at offset frequencies82

centered at 60 MHz. This frequency diversity waveform is mixed in a two-stage process first to 1.983

GHz then to 94.0 GHz. The received signal is amplified by a LNA before being downconverted84
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back to 60MHz and digitized by the digital receiver. The heterodyne transceiver allows for flexible85

waveform generation and high-performance pulse compression. The total transmit bandwidth86

available for the frequency-diversity waveform is set to be 10 MHz with current filters, although87

this could be expanded up to the 40 MHz limit of the digital receiver.88

The SSPA is a 30 W power-combined waveguide gallium arsenide (GaAs) amplifier designed89

by Quinstar Technology, Inc. shown in Fig. 3. In typical operation, the SSPA is run at 15% duty90

cycle. It uses an electrically controlled mute function to disable amplification during the receive91

time window. Compared to klystron tube-based W-band radar transmitters, the solid-state power92

amplifier does not require a high voltage power supply, allowing a more compact and light-weight93

system suitable for high-altitude operation. The SSPA can also be operated at a much higher duty94

cycle with long waveforms enabling pulse compression implementation.95

b. Antenna96

The CRS antenna was jointly developed by Goddard Space Flight Center and Northrop Grum-97

man Mission Systems (NGMS) to demonstrate reflectarray antenna technologies for the NASA98

2007 Earth Science Decadal Survey Aerosol-Cloud-Ecosystem (ACE) mission (Hand et al. 2013)99

under the support of a 2010 NASA Earth Science Technology Office (ESTO) Instrument Incu-100

bator Program (IIP) project. The antenna is a subscale unit to demonstrate reflector/reflectarray101

technology designed to share a large aperture between a horn-fed W-band radar and a line-fed102

Active Electronically Scanned Array (AESA) at Ka-band. The antenna reflector is mechanically103

a one-dimensional parabola designed to focus the Ka-band line feed for cross-track scanning. At104

W-band, resonators printed on the reflector surface adjust the phase of reflected electromagnetic105

waves to focus the beam in two dimensions, allowing the antenna to be fed by a conventional horn106
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offset from the focus of the physical parabola. The antenna is shown in Fig. 4 during anechoic107

chamber testing with both the W-band horn and a Ka-band patch array line feed.108

The antenna is currently used only at W-band as part of the Cloud Radar System. At W-band109

it has an antenna gain of 51 dB, a beamwidth of 0.45 degrees, a peak sidelobe of -27 dB, and an110

integrated cross polarization ratio of -28.6 dB. The antenna is designed for dual polarization using111

a scalar feed coupled with an orthomode transducer (OMT). The W-band antenna pattern is shown112

in Fig. 5. The ability of this antenna to accept a Ka-band line feed leaves open the possibility of113

adding dual-band capability to CRS at a future date. To avoid losses associated with a radome, the114

CRS antenna uses an open window protected by an air deflector in the aft section of the superpod115

tailcone as shown in Fig. 1c.116

c. Waveform117

CRS employs both pulse compression and frequency diversity in its waveform. Pulse compres-118

sion is used to improve the sensitivity compared to conventional pulsed continuous-wave (CW)119

waveforms. Frequency diversity allows multiple waveforms to be transmitted and received in each120

pulse repetition interval (PRI) by transmitting and receiving them at slightly offset frequencies.121

The pulse compression technique is to use a chirp or other broadband signal to decouple a wave-122

form’s bandwidth from its length, allowing additional transmitted energy for a given bandwidth.123

This can substantially improve radar sensitivity. Two drawbacks of pulse compression waveforms124

are the presence of a blind range near the radar and range sidelobes from strong reflectors such as125

the Earth’s surface. The selection of a pulse compression waveform is a trade on radar sensitivity,126

range resolution, pulse compression sidelobes, and blind range.127

The blind range of a pulse compression waveform depends on the length (or time) of the128

chirp, and is due to the radar’s inability to receive weak signals while transmitting. The pulse129
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compression sidelobes additionally may mask small signals near strong reflectors if the sidelobe130

level is comparable to the radar sensitivity. Generally, pulse compression sidelobes can be reduced131

by increasing the time-bandwidth product of a chirp. Increasing the chirp length increases the blind132

range, and may also increase the spread of possible sidelobes. Increasing the chirp bandwidth133

improves range resolution but degrades sensitivity for volume targets. Amplitude tapering on134

transmit can also improve sidelobe performance (at the expense of sensitivity and range resolution),135

but complex amplitude tapers require the transmitter to be run outside of saturation, further136

degrading sensitivity.137

The length of the CRS chirp was selected as 30 `s, corresponding with a blind range of138

approximately 5 km. This allows use of the LFM chirp at heights up to 15 km above the surface139

at the nominal ER-2 flight altitude of 20 km. The chirp bandwidth is set to 3 MHz. The chirp140

produced by the waveform generator has a Hann taper in amplitude, however the transmitter is141

driven to saturation, resulting in an amplitude tapered waveform more similar to a Tukey window.142

The receive filter is a matched filter of the saturated chirp with an additional Hann window applied143

in time domain. The relative amplitude of the chirp before and after transmitter saturation is shown144

in Fig. 6.145

The pulse compressed chirp has a range resolution of 115 meters at 6 dB taper. The pulse146

compression sidelobes measured through internal calibration and laboratory testing are -70 dB at147

600 meters from the peak of the compressed pulse, however realized sidelobes from exceptionally148

strong surface targets show that pulse compression performance is somewhat worse, reaching149

-60 dB by 700 meters. The sidelobes from exceptionally strong surface returns do not share150

the Doppler signature of the surface, but rather have a uniformly distributed random phase after151

Doppler processing. The cause of the difference between loopback and surface range sidelobes is152

not fully understood at this time but is consistent with system phase noise.153
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The pulse compression sidelobes are shown in Fig. 7. The tapered 30 `s 3 MHz pulse154

compression chirp has an effective pulse length of 18 `s, a -6 dB range weighting function (after155

pulse compression) of 0.77 `s (115 meters), and a noise bandwidth of 1.1 MHz, for a pulse156

compression gain of 13.7 dB. Pulse compression performance metrics are discussed in more detail157

in Section 3a.158

While pulse compression is used for most radar ranges, CRS utilizes a frequency-diversity159

waveform to provide two conventional single-tone pulses for use if pulse compression data is not160

available due to the chirp blind range or range sidelobes. The two single tone pulses and LFM161

chirp are transmitted in succession at slightly offset frequencies (subchannels) during every PRI.162

The frequency offsets allow the digital receiver to separate and receive the echoes of the single163

tone pulses and chirp simultaneously.164

The first subchannel is a 2.5 `s single-tone pulse with amplitude tapering using a raised cosine165

window. This performs somewhat similarly to a 1.5 `s conventional pulse however it is more166

contained in the frequency domain. While the SSPA is run in saturation and thus reduces the the167

amplitude tapering, this tapering is important to reduces crosstalk between subchannels. The second168

subchannel is the 30 `s 3 MHz LFM chirp with amplitude tapering previously described. The third169

subchannel is a single tone pulse similar to the first one but at a different center frequency. The170

center frequencies are separated by 5 MHz (adjustable). An illustration of the frequency diversity171

waveform is shown in Fig. 8.172

This pulse-chirp-pulse waveform strategy is detailed byMcLinden et al. (2013). The chirp is used173

in radar ranges from 5 km below the aircraft to approximately 1 km above the surface for improved174

sensitivity. The second single-tone pulse, transmitted last, may experiences a blind range of less175

than 1 km and provides data coverage in the chirp blind range due to channel-channel crosstalk.176

Within 1 km of the surface the chirp channel may experience surface echo range sidelobes that177
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obfuscate the weather signal. In this case data from the first single-tone pulse may be used to cover178

the near-surface range. Two pulses are used rather than one so as to limit the presence of crosstalk179

between the channels due to the very strong surface echo. Approximate sensitivity as a function of180

range and height is shown in Figure 9. In the most recent IMPACTS 2020 dataset only the chirped181

data is used by default.182

d. Digital Subsystems183

The waveform generator uses a Xilinx Spartan 6 field programmable gate array (FPGA) and a184

Texas Instruments digital-to-analog converter (DAC). The waveform generator provides all switch185

timing signals to the transmitter, receiver protection switches, and digital receiver. It stores an186

arbitrary waveform onboard in the FPGA block ram that allows for fully customizable waveforms187

at 80 megasamples per second (MSPS). The second Nyquist zone of the DAC (40-80 MHz) is used188

to produce 40 `s frequency diversity waveforms in an IF frequency of 50 to 70 MHz.189

The waveform generator also controls switch timing for the transceiver. TTL logic is used to190

trigger the SSPA, latching circulator switches, and digital receiver. Transmission is enabled by191

a TTL signal from the CRS datasystem, which is passed through an aircraft interlock to allow192

pilot control of transmission. An additional altitude switch is used to prevent transmission on the193

ground, protecting the system from accidental triggering.194

The CRS uses a high-speed digital receiver and signal processor developed by Remote Sensing195

Solutions (RSS) for the High-Altitude Wind and Rain Atmospheric Profiler (HIWRAP) radar (Li196

et al. 2016). The digital receiver can accept up to four receiver cards, however when flying alone197

CRS uses only a single card, adequate for co-pol and cross-pol channels. Each receiver card uses198

Xilinx Virtex 5 FPGAs combined with two 160MSPS 14-bit A/D converter channels. The receiver199

splits signals from the two A/Ds into as many as eight digitally downconverted subchannels. For200
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CRS, oneA/D is used for the co-polarization receiver and the other is used for the cross-polarization201

receiver. Each subchannel has digital downconversion (can be tuned to a desired center frequency202

using numerical controlled oscillators), matched filtering, and pulse-pair processing (power, dual-203

PRF first lag, and second lag). The subchannels have customizable bandwidths ranging from 500204

kHz to 20 MHz, with an aggregate bandwidth of 40 MHz. The bandwidth individual subchannels205

must be 40/N MHz where N is an integer. Subchannels can also operate in a raw data mode that206

outputs the complex digitally downconverted data without onboard processing such as pulse pair or207

pulse compression. The output data from the digital receiver is sent to the data system over gigabit208

Ethernet, and will typically range from 10 MBPS to 80 MBPS depending on radar configuration.209

The CRS digital receiver is typically configured to use six 5.71MHz bandwidth subchannels with210

both ADCs for pulse-pair processing. Three subchannels are used to receive the co-polarization211

returns from the frequency diversity waveform. An additional three channels are used to receive212

the cross-polarization returns. For IMPACTS, an additional subchannel was used to record raw213

data for the co-polarization chirp.214

The data system is a commercial single board computer (SBC) with a Linux operating system.215

The SBC runs a radar control program that automates the radar configuration and operation based216

on command inputs provided by the pilot. The radar control program interfaces with a commercial217

off-the-shelf (COTS) Compact PCImulti-function I/O card that controls power to radar subsystems,218

enables transmit, and inputs telemetry and fault status. The data system receives data from the219

digital receiver subsystem over gigabit ethernet and records it to disk. It also receives navigation220

data from the dedicated navigation system over RS232 or ethernet and from the aircraft navigation221

system over ethernet. The SBC transmits a small portion of received data to the ground in real-time222

to provide feedback to mission scientists and engineers as to the quality of data and the structure223

of the clouds and precipitation.224
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3. Measurement Products225

The standard measurement products produced by CRS are volume reflectivity, linear depolariza-226

tion ratio (LDR), Doppler velocity and spectrum width, and surface normalized radar cross section227

(NRCS). An example of reflectivity, LDR, Doppler velocity, and spectrum width are shown in228

Fig. 10, and are described in detail below. The algorithm for volume reflectivity is discussed in229

detail to show the impact of pulse compression on sensitivity, bandwidth, and calibration. The230

dual-PRF Doppler velocity algorithm has been modified to achieve low standard-deviation velocity231

measurements with minimal unfolding errors. The NRCS algorithm (derived in the Appendix) is232

in a range-integrated form that allows a direct relationship of the beam-limited NRCS with volume233

reflectivity, independent of pulse length or actual beam-filling.234

a. Volume Reflectivity235

The radar equation for clouds or precipitation is expressed as (Doviak and Zrnić 2006)236

%[ (A) = %C6B6
2_2[(A)

(4c)3A2;2atm(A);tx;rx;2rad

∫
|,B (A′) |23A′

∬
5 4(\′, q′) sin\′m\′mq′ (1)

where %[ (A) is the received signal power referred to the receiver output in watts, %C is the peak237

transmit power in watts, 6B is the receiver gain, _ is the radar signal wavelength in meters, [ is the238

volume reflectivity in m2m−3, A is range in meters, ;atm is the atmospheric attenuation, ;tx is the239

transmitter loss, ;rx is the receiver loss, ;rad is the radome loss, 6 is the antenna gain, and 5 4(\, q)240

is the unitless two-way antenna function normalized to a maximum of one at polar coordinates \241

and q in radians, and ∫ |,B (A′) |23A′ is the range weighting function integral in meters. The range242

weighting function,B is the unitless convolution of the transmitted wave envelope 4 normalized to243

a peak of 1 and the receiver impulse response ℎ normalized to a gain of 1. This equation assumes244

that the volume reflectivity and A2 is constant within the range cell volume illuminated by the radar.245
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The range weighting function integral for pulsed channels is typically represented as246

∫
A ′
|,B (A′) |23A′ = 2geff

2;A
(2)

where the effective pulse length geff in seconds is247

geff =
∫
C ′
|4(C′) |23C′, (3)

4(C) is the transmitted wave envelope, and the finite bandwidth loss ;A is248

;A =

∫
C ′ |4(C′) |23C′∫

C ′ |4(C′) ∗ ℎ(C′) |23C′
. (4)

The receiver impulse response is ℎ(C). For a linear receiver, ℎ(C) is the digital pulse compression249

filter.250

For the pulse compressed channel the range weighting function integral is251

∫
A ′
|,B (A′) |23A′ =

2g6dB6pc

2
(5)

where g6dB is the effective pulse width in seconds associated with the 6 dB range resolution of the252

compressed chirp and the pulse compression gain 6pc is253

6pc =

∫
C ′ |4(C′) ∗ ℎ(C′) |23C′

g6dB
. (6)

Note that the underlying equations are identical for the pulsed and chirp channels, with the only254

difference being housekeeping of the finite bandwidth loss and the pulse compression gain.255

These terms are insufficient to determine radar sensitivity with a pulse compression radar, as the256

noise bandwidth � in s−1 is not 1/g for shaped and compressed waveforms. The bandwidth must257

be calculated directly from the receiver impulse response,258

� =

∫
C ′ |ℎ(C′) |23C′���∫
C ′ ℎ(C′)3C′

���2 . (7)
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The volume reflectivity [ is converted to the equivalent reflectivity factor in mm6m−3 according259

to the relationship260

/4 =
[_41018

c5 | F |2
, (8)

where | F |2 is 0.75 (for water at 10o C) by convention at W-band (Stephens et al. 2008).261

Analysis of the expected value and standard deviation of the reflectivity measurement follows262

Doviak and Zrnić (2006) (errata) and Fukao et al. (2014). The power received by the radar is263

the square of the summed volume reflectivity signal and noise signals. The estimated volume264

reflectivity power %̂[ is the averaged received power including noise # with the estimated mean265

noise power ˆ̄# subtracted. The expected value of the estimated reflectivity power is the sum of266

expected value of the mean reflectivity power %̄[ and the difference of the expected values of the267

mean noise power #̄ and the estimated mean noise, as268

E(%̂[) = � (%̄[) +� (#̄) −E( ˆ̄#). (9)

The mean noise power for CRS is estimated to very good accuracy and precision with a recursive269

algorithm. The median profile power provides an initial estimate of the mean power, and all270

range gates greater than three standard deviations above the mean (according to theory based on271

the number of averaged profiles) are removed. This process is repeated until all data falls within272

three standard deviations of the estimated median. The estimated noise for each profile is then put273

through a running-median filter. This process removes to a great extent any reflectivity signal from274

the estimated noise without requiring a priori knowledge of range gates clear of reflectivity targets.275

The result is that the standard deviation and offset of the estimatedmean noise are both substantially276

smaller than the standard deviation of the noise (std( ˆ̄#) � std(#̄) and | ˆ̄# − #̄ | � std(#̄)) even in277

data with substantial clouds and precipitation.278
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After thresholding described below, the expected value of the estimated volume reflectivity signal279

power is approximately equal to the mean of the actual reflectivity signal power %̄[,280

E(%̂[) ≈ %̄[, (10)

and the standard deviation of the estimated volume reflectivity signal power is approximately the281

standard deviation of the summed volume reflectivity power and noise divided by the number of282

independent samples "� ,283

std(%̂[) ≈
%̄[ + #̄√
"�

. (11)

The number of independent samples includes the effects of both the spectrum width of the target284

and the thermal noise.285

The standard deviation of the power received from single backscattered pulse from randomly286

distributed scatterers and the thermal noise is equal to the mean combined power for a square-287

law receiver such as is used in the the digital processor for CRS. The standard deviation of the288

measurement is decreased by averaging " pulses. The thermal noise in each pulse is uncorrelated.289

The backscatter from volume targets are correlated from pulse to pulse, depending on the velocity290

spectrum including the impact of forward aircraft motion due to the beamwidth of the antenna.291

The number of independent samples for the volume backscatter (without including thermal noise)292

is approximated by293

"8 ≈ 4
√
c")fE
_

(12)

where " is the number of averaged pulses, ) is the pulse repetition time in seconds, fE is the target294

spectrum width in ms−1. This assumes the " � 1 and 2)fE/_� 1.295

As shown in Doviak and Zrnić (2006) (errata) and Fukao et al. (2014), the number of independent296

samples"� including both the thermal noise and the volume scatterer velocity spectrum is estimated297
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with reasonable assumptions by298

"� ≈ " (1+SNR)2
1+2SNR+SNR2 "

"8

(13)

where " is the number of averaged pulses and "8 is the number of independent samples of299

reflectivity based on the velocity spectrum width given in Eq. (12), and SNR is the unitless300

signal-to-noise ratio.301

The ratio of the standard deviation of the reflectivity measurement to the mean reflectivity is302

then a function of both the spectrum width of the target and the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the303

received signal power %[,304

std(%̂[)
%̄[

≈
√

1
"8
+ 2

SNR"
+ 1

SNR2"
(14)

where std(%̂[) is the standard deviation of the estimated received signal power in Watts (after305

mean noise subtraction) and %̄[ is the mean received power (without noise). This shows that for306

high SNR the uncertainty will typically be dominated by the number of independent reflectivity307

samples, but for low SNR the uncertainty will be dominated by the residual noise after mean-noise308

subtraction and the total number of averaged pulses.309

Radar reflectivity measurement sensitivity is typically specified at the signal to noise ratio310

threshold equal to the first standard deviation (1-sigma) of the thermal noise, or SNR = 1/√" ,311

where all signals below this power will be ignored. From Eq. (14), this will correspond to312

approximately a 100% standard deviation (in linear units) for a reflectivity measurement at the313

sensitivity threshold. Sensitivity of CRS with respect to reflecitivity and signal-to-noise ratio is314

shown in Fig. 11 assuming a spectrum width of 1 m/s and a sensitivity of -30 dBZe.315
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b. Linear Depolarization Ratio316

CRS incorporated a cross-polarization receive channel starting with the NASA 2015 Radar317

Definition Experiment (RADEX), allowing Linear Depolarization Ratio (LDR) measurements.318

The algorithm used is (Bringi and Chandrasekar 2001)319

LDR = 10log10
%̂cross

%̂co
, (15)

where %̂co is the estimated power in watts of the received signal in the co-polarized channel320

and %̂cross is the estimated power in watts of the received signal in the cross-polarized channel.321

The LDR signal is thresholded similarly to the reflectivity factor, being primarily limited by the322

signal-to-noise ratio of the cross-polarization channel.323

c. Doppler Velocity324

CRS uses dual-PRF Doppler processing with a staggered 5/4 ratio pulse repetition frequency325

(PRF) to increase the unambiguous velocity. The pulse repetition intervals (PRIs) of 224 `s and326

280 `s provide an unambiguous velocity of 14.25 m/s. From Holleman and Beekhuis (2003),327

Dual-PRF processing has the drawback of increased measurement standard deviation, 6.4 times328

that of the single-PRF standard deviation. The dual-PRF velocity estimate can be used to unfold329

the single-PRF estimate, but errors in this unfolding may be problematic.330

Published dual-PRF dealiasing algorithms such as Joe and May (2003) and Torres et al. (2004)331

use the dual-PRF velocity estimate to calculate the number of times the single-PRF velocities are332

aliased based on a set of rules to estimate the Nyquist interval of the single-PRF velocity. These333

methods lead to the presence of many edge cases, where the dual-PRF velocity estimate falls near a334

single PRF Nyquist velocity. In these edge cases, even a small error in the initial dual-PRF velocity335

estimate may cause incorrect dealiasing. For CRS use an algorithm that does not calculate the336
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single-PRF Nyquist intervals but instead shifts the single-PRF Nyquist interval to be centered on337

an initial dual-PRF velocity estimate, maximizing the resistance of the algorithm to folding errors.338

The CRS Doppler algorithm begins with an initial dual-PRF Doppler velocity estimate using the339

difference in phase between the high- and low-PRF lag-one autocovariance phasors (Doviak and340

Zrnić 2006). Expressed only in terms of velocity estimates as in Holleman and Beekhuis (2003),341

the initial dual-PRF velocity estimate is342

Êℎ; = (5Ê; −4Êℎ) |±ED
ℎ;

(16)

where Ê; is the low-PRF velocity estimate in m/s, Êℎ is the high-PRF velocity estimate in m/s.343

The ±EDℎ; term indicates that the result is wrapped around the dual-PRF unambiguous velocity and344

the notation G |±H is used to indicate ((G + H) modulo 2H)−H. This initial estimate has increased345

unambiguous velocity at the cost of significantly increased standard deviation.346

The single-PRF measurements are used to refine the initial dual-PRF estimated velocity. First,347

the dual-PRF estimated velocity is subtracted from the single-PRF estimated velocity. The residual348

single-PRF velocity provides a velocity delta that indicates the difference between the dual-PRF349

velocity estimate and a perfectly unfolded single-PRF velocity estimate. The single-PRF velocity350

delta is351

ΔEℎ/; =
(
Êℎ/; − Êℎ;

) |±ED
ℎ/; (17)

where Êℎ/; is the single high or low PRF velocity estimate and ED
ℎ/; is the unambiguous velocity for352

the high or low PRF.353

Unfolded single-PRF velocity estimates are made by adding the delta velocity ΔEℎ/; to the initial354

dual-PRF velocity estimate from Eq. (16). This has the practical effect of centering the single-PRF355

unambiguous velocity around the initial dual-PRF estimate, ensuring the largest error tolerance356
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before folding errors corrupt the estimate. This algorithm is resistant to velocity errors in Eq. (16)357

smaller than the single-PRF unambiguous velocities.358

Assuming no unfolding errors, the resulting estimate is exactly equal to a perfectly unfolded359

single-PRF velocity. To minimize the standard deviation of the measurement, the velocity delta360

estimates from both the high- and low-PRF are averaged to create the final velocity estimate Ê as361

Ê = Êℎ; +
(
1
2
ΔEℎ + 1

2
ΔE;

)
. (18)

Variance of the velocity estimate could be slightly decreased by performing a weighted average of362

ΔEℎ and ΔE; based on the theoretical standard deviation of pulse-pair velocities associated with363

the PRFs rather than equal weighting, however that is not currently implemented with CRS data.364

Alternatively, the smaller magnitude of ΔEℎ or ΔE; could be used for a slight increase in resistance365

to unfolding interval errors at the cost of increased standard deviation. This unfolding algorithm is366

illustrated in Fig. 12.367

The algorithm is resistant to aliasing errors so long as errors in the the initial estimate from368

Eq. (16) are moderately less than the single-PRF Nyquist velocity. This depends on the spectral369

width of the target and the signal to noise ratio. Occasional residual Doppler aliasing errors may370

occur even with high SNR in areas with very high spectral width, such as range gates including371

both precipitation and the Earth surface (resulting in a bimodal velocity spectrum larger than the372

single-PRF spectrum width). An example of Doppler data is shown in Fig. 13. As expected, the373

CRS dual-PRF Doppler algorithm is visibly less noisy than that using Eq. (16), and shows no374

speckle associated with decision-tree dealiasing algorithms. The data shows the algorithm to be375

nearly 100% resistant to Doppler velocity aliasing errors when the signal to noise ratio is better376

than -7 dB with rain and cloud targets and 1830 averaged pulses. This algorithm was used to377

produce the velocity data shown in Fig. 10c.378
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Doppler velocity error is caused by phase noise, velocity spectrum width, non-uniform beam379

filling (NUBF), aircraft motion, and the intrusion of horizontal winds into the vertical measurement380

due to off-nadir pointing. The aircraft motion and horizontal winds are the dominant sources of381

error. Aircraft motion is subtracted from the Doppler measurement based on data from an inertial382

measurement unit (IMU) contained within the transceiver. The standard deviation of the measured383

Doppler velocity of the ocean is less than 0.15 m/s after aircraft motion subtraction. As the radar384

beam is pointing near nadir, the ocean should have a radial velocity of 0 m/s. This gives the385

combined uncertainty of Doppler velocity measurements due to systematic effects and aircraft386

motion. The effect of horizontal winds depends on the off-nadir angle of the beam (a function387

of the aircraft attitude) and the velocity of the horizontal winds. This can be estimated based on388

radar navigation data and modeled or measured horizontal winds, however that processing is not389

currently included in CRS data products.390

d. Spectrum Width391

The Doppler velocity spectrum width (shown in Fig. 10d) is estimated using the square root of392

the log of the ratio of the zero- and first moment data as described in Doviak and Zrnić (2006).393

This equation is394

fE =
_

2c
√
)2
B1−)2

B0

√
ln

���� '̂0

'̂1

���� (19)

where '̂0 and '̂1 are the pulse-pair autocorrelations at lag-0 and lag-1 with the mean noise395

subtracted from the lag-0, and )B0 and )B1 are the pulse-pair intervals (0 `s and 224 or 280 `s,396

staggered). The spectral width is calculated separately for the staggered high- and low-PRF, and397

the results are averaged. The fast movement of the ER-2 aircraft combined with the beamwidth of398

the antenna causes a minimum spectral width of approximately 1 m/s in observed data.399
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e. Normalized Surface Radar Cross Section400

The use of a range-integrated measurement rather than the peak or an interpolated surface401

measurement allows the surface normalized radar cross section to be retrieved without requiring402

corrections for the complex interaction of the rangeweighting function, antenna pattern, and sample403

spacing, one approximation of which is derived by Kozu (1995). Additionally, it removes error due404

to instances where the ‘peak’ of the return is not centered on a range gate (Caylor et al. 1997; Tanelli405

et al. 2008). This technique requires that the range weighting function be at least approximately406

Nyquist sampled by the range gate spacing (McLinden et al. 2015), a technique sometimes referred407

to as “oversampling.”408

The normalized surface radar cross section is calculated using the relationship (derived in409

Appendix A),410

f0 =
∑

[B [A]ΔA cosq0. (20)

where [B is the measured volume reflectivity due to the surface backscatter, ΔA is the range gate411

spacing in meters, cosq0 is the off-nadir angle factor. This equation provides the normalized412

surface radar cross section over the full surface illuminated by the two-way antenna pattern. It413

assumes that the normalized radar cross section is constant over the illuminated surface,414

f0(\′, q′)
cosq′ sin\′

≈ f
0(q0)

cosq0
, (21)

and that the range-squared and atmospheric loss are constant over the range weighting function.415

For this application the measured volume reflectivity from the surface is summed over 15 range416

gates (approximately 400 m) centered on the estimated range to the ocean surface based on aircraft417

navigation data.418
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4. Calibration419

CRS data is calibrated using backscatter from the ocean surface (Li et al. 2005). As many420

flights do not allow calibration maneuvers over the ocean and as system performance will drift421

with temperature, absolute calibration is maintained for individual field campaigns through an422

internal calibration loop that feeds a small portion of the transmitted waveform into the receiver.423

The internal calibration loop has been used by new generation weather radars such as the Uni-424

versity of Massachusetts Advanced Multi-Frequency Radar (AMFR) (Majurec et al. 2004), the425

NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center (NASA/GSFC) High Altitude Wind and Rain Airborne Pro-426

filer (HIWRAP) (Li et al. 2016), the Cloud Radar System (CRS), and the ER-2 X-band Radar427

(EXRAD) instruments. Variants have been used in other instruments such as the NASA/Goddard428

EcoSAR radar (Rincon et al. 2015) as well. A simplified schematic of the CRS calibration loop is429

shown in Fig. 14.430

CRS uses a range-integrated calibration method for both internal and external calibration that431

removes the need to estimate the finite bandwidth loss and pulse compression gain of the instrument.432

This simplifies the calibration of the instrument by removing the need to separately measure and433

book-keep these parameters for each subchannel in the frequency diversity waveform. A power434

detector and noise diode also provide a way to track transmit power and receiver gain independently.435

The internal calibration exists to provide stability between external calibration maneuvers. For436

CRS, a mechanical waveguide switch redirects the input of the LNA from the receiver protection437

switch network to a separate loopback path that couples a small portion of the transmitted signal438

at the output of the SSPA. A mechanical switch was chosen to minimize loss and reduce cost439

compared to latching circulators, however this approach requires that calibration must be done440
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on an intermittent basis rather than on a per-pulse basis. The calibration mode is controlled441

automatically by the data system computer or manually by external network control.442

For the IMPACTS 2020 field campaign, CRS was externally calibrated with roll maneuvers over443

the ocean three times. Calibration was performed at 8 degrees off nadir (for resistance to the444

effects of wind on surface NRCS) with atmospheric attenuation correction from nearby soundings.445

Calibrated sensitivity of -30 dBZe with one-sigma noise thresholding at 10 km differs by one446

dB from a -31 dBZe estimate provided by a system link budget analysis of internal components.447

These results provide confidence that final calibration was within the 2 dB accuracy required for448

IMPACTS.449

Specific internal and external calibration algorithms are derived in Appendix B.450

5. Conclusions and Future Work451

The upgraded solid-state CRS is a dual-polarization solid-state radar utilizing pulse compression,452

frequency diversity, and a staggered PRF. CRS serves the atmospheric community by providing453

cloud and light precipitation data from a high-altitude platform in conjunction with a host of454

other remote sensing instruments on the ER-2. Since its upgrade, CRS has participated in several455

experiments including IPHEX (2014), RADEX (2015), GOES-R calibraiton/validation (2017),456

and IMPACTS (2020). During this time the instrument has been refined with improved algorithms457

and pulse compression performance.458

As a SSPA-based airborne cloud radar with 30 Watts of peak transmit power, CRS is also459

a platform for testing and demonstrating algorithms and hardware in a high-altitude space-like460

environment. The CRS transmitter is built with GaAs technology. As SSPA power and efficiency461

continues to increase with GaN technology, the algorithms and principles used in the development462
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of CRS will also increase in importance. Solid-state cloud radars are likely to decrease in size and463

cost, enabling more and lower cost measurements compared to older klystron-based systems.464

Future work on CRS includes efforts to further improve the pulse compression range sidelobes465

as well upgrading the transceiver hardware to incorporate a new 50 Watt solid-state transmitter466

also developed by QuinStar through NASA Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) funding467

support spaceborne technology demonstration.468
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APPENDIX A479

Derivation of the direct relationship between the beam-limited normalized radar cross480

section and volume reflectivity for arbitrary pulse lengths481

The scatterometer radar equation relates the received power to the unitless normalized radar482

cross section f0(q) that is the radar cross section of the surface per unit surface area at off-nadir483

angle q. The radar equation for a surface target integrates the normalized radar cross section over484
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the illuminated area as (Kozu 1995).485

%B =
%C6B6

2_2

(4c)3;tx;rx;2rad

∬
(

f0((′) 5 4((′)
'4((′);2atm((′)

3(′ (A1)

where %C is the transmitter power, 6B is the receiver gain, _ is the wavelength, ;tx is the transmitter486

loss, ;rx is the receiver loss, ;rad is the radome loss (if applicable), ( is the integrated surface in m2,487

f0((′) is the normalized radar cross section of each point on the surface, 6 is the antenna gain, 5 4
488

is the normalized two-way antenna pattern at each point on the surface, ' is the range in meters to489

each point on the surface, and ;atm is the atmospheric loss to each point on the surface.490

For a semi-pulse limited case it is necessary to include the rangeweighting function, as the surface491

will be illuminated differently at different radar range-times A. The radar equation including the492

range weighting function is493

%B (A) = %C6B6
2_2

(4c)3;tx;rx;2rad

∬
(

f0 5 4 |,B ('− A) |2
'4;2atm

3(′. (A2)

where A is the radar range-time and |,B ('− A) |2 is the range weighting function.494

To link the surface integral to the natural spherical coordinates of the radar, this derivation495

defines nadir as lying at the polar coordinate equator (\ = c/2) and polar coordinate azimuth q = 0.496

Any rotation of the antenna off-nadir is assumed to be performed in the coordinate azimuthal497

q dimension. Note that the polar coordinates used in this appendix are not the same as those498

commonly used with respect to the horizon, but is instead rotated 90 degrees to simplify the499

derivation. The natural coordinate of the surface is considered to be cartesian with the radar at the500

origin. The surface can be considered a plane on the H and I dimensions lying at G = � where �501

is the altitude in meters of the radar. An illustration of the coordinate system is shown in Fig. A1.502
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With these coordinate definitions, the range A to any point on the surface can be written in terms503

of the radar height and spherical coordinate angles as504

A ((′) = �

sin (\ ((′)) cos (q((′)) . (A3)

The H coordinate in meters of the surface plane can be written as505

H = A sinq sin\ =
� sinq
cosq

(A4)

and the I coordinate in meters of the surface plane can be written as506

I = A cos\ =
� cos\

sin\ cosq
. (A5)

The surface integral can then be converted to \ and q coordinates as507

%B (A) = %C6B6
2_2

(4c)3;tx;rx;2rad

∬
f0 5 4 |,B ('− A) |2�2

'4;2atm cos3 q′ sin3 \′
sin\′m\′mq′. (A6)

Removing the height term in favor of range gives,508

%B (A) = %C6B6
2_2

(4c)3;tx;rx;2rad

∬
f0

cosq′ sin\′
5 4 |,B ('− A) |2

'2;2atm
sin\′m\′mq′. (A7)

The customary approximations for surface scatterometry can then be applied. First, the antenna509

pattern is assumed to be narrow enough such that the normalized radar cross section is constant510

around the off-nadir pointing angle of the antenna,511

f0(\′, q′)
cosq′ sin\′

≈ f
0(q0)

cosq0
(A8)

where q0 is the nominal pointing angle off-nadir of the radar beam. The sin\′ term is removed512

as the narrow beam is assumed to be centered at \ = c/2 so sin\′ ≈ 1. The atmospheric loss513

and range-squared terms are also assumed to be constant over the ranges illuminated by the range514

weighting function ('2(\′, q′) ≈ A2 and ;2atm(\′, q′) ≈ ;2atm(A)). This leaves515

%B (A) = %C6B6
2_2f0(q0)

(4c)3;tx;rx;2rad;
2
atm(A)A2 cosq0

∬
5 4 |,B ('− A) |2 sin\′m\′mq′. (A9)
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Integrating over range allows the range weighting function to be pulled out of the integral as516

∫
A
%B (A)A2;2atm(A)3A =

%C6B6
2_2f0(q0)

∫
|,B (A′) |23A′

(4c)3;tx;rx;2rad cosq0

∬
5 4 sin\′m\′mq′. (A10)

The antenna pattern is often approximated for scatterometry as being the maximum gain ��517

within the 3 dB beamwidth and zero outside, as518

∬
5 4 sin\′m\′mq′ ≈ cΦ

2
3dB

4
. (A11)

This approximation is recognized as having up to 2 dB error (Long 2001). The approximation of519

the integrated antenna pattern can be improved using direct antenna pattern measurements or the520

Gaussian antenna approximation (Probert-Jones 1962),521

∬
5 4 sin\′m\′mq′ ≈ cΦ

2
3dB

8ln2
. (A12)

The rangeweighting function integral is often approximated using the combination of an idealized522

boxcar-shaped pulse and a “finite bandwidth loss" factor (Doviak and Zrnić 2006),523

∫
|,B (A′) |23A′ ≈ 2g2;A

(A13)

where 2 is the speed of light in m/s, g is the pulse length in seconds, and ;A is the finite bandwidth524

loss.525

With both the range weighting function integral and the antenna integral, Eq. (A10) can be526

inverted to provide an estimate of surface normalized backscatter given an integrated received527

power (using discrete range gates) and radar parameters as528

f0 =
(4c)3;tx;rx;2rad

(∑
%B [A]A2;2atm [A]ΔA

)
cosq0

%C6B62_2
∫
|,B (A′) |23A′

∬
5 4 sin\′m\′mq′

. (A14)

The received power %B in Eq. (A14) assumes that the target is the surface. The received power529

%[ in Eq. (1) assumes that the target is a volume reflectivity. By substituting %[ from Eq. (1)530
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in place of %B in Eq. (A14) we achieve a relationship between the apparent calibrated volume531

reflectivity from a surface reflection and the normalized radar cross section of the surface,532

f0 =
∑
surf

[[A]ΔA cosq0, (A15)

where the data is summed over range gates containing surface backscatter.533

This result assumes that the received power is sampled sufficiently often to approximate the534

integrated power with a Riemann sum and that the surface reflection is substantially stronger than535

any hydrometeor reflections.536

APPENDIX B537

Derivation of internal and external calibration equations538

a. Internal Loopback Calibration539

An internal calibration loop provides a way of directly measuring the product of the transmitted540

power, receiver gain, pulse compression gain (if applicable), and range-weighting function. It541

consists of an attenuated path from the transmitter to the receiver. A simplified schematic of an542

internal calibration loop is shown in Fig. 14.543

The power measured by the radar during transmission during calibration is an attenuated version544

of the transmitted waveform. If the loss in the calibration path is ;2 the power in watts received545

during transmit/calibration at range-time A is546

%2 (A) = %C6B
∫

X(A′)
;2
|,B (A′− A) |2mA′. (B1)

where X(A′) is the Dirac-delta function. This simplifies to547

%2 (A) = %C6B |,B (−A) |2
;2

. (B2)
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With sufficiently dense range gates, themeasured power through the calibration loop during transmit548

is summed to provide an estimator for the product of radar terms, as549

∑
cal
%2 [A′]ΔA′ =

〈
%C6B

∫
|,B (A′) |2mA′

〉
;2

. (B3)

Substituting the internal calibration terms into the radar equation does not require individual550

knowledge of the transmit power, receiver gain, pulse compression gain, or range weighting551

function, as552

%[ (A) = (
∑

cal%2 [A′]ΔA′) ;262_2[(A)
(4c)3A2;2atm(A);tx;rx;2rad

∬
5 4(\′, q′) sin\′m\′mq′ (B4)

One source of error with internal loopback calibration systems in addition to measurement error553

is the coherent phase interaction of the desired calibration signal attenuated through the loopback554

path (;2) and the undesired signal that leaks through the isolation of the receiver protection switches555

(;iso) that turn off the normal receiver path during calibration. If the signal through the receiver556

protection switches is close in power to that of the calibration signal it will cause a calibration557

offset. On the other hand, the calibration signal has to be low enough to avoid receiver saturation.558

Increasing the isolation in the receiver protection network requires additional switches which559

increases the receiver noise figure. This necessitates a design trade to minimize receiver loss while560

obtaining a useful calibration signal.561

This analysis treats the transmitter and receiver in a steady state with constant transmit power562

%C and system gain 6B without either pulse compression gain or range weighting. Depending on563

the relative phase Δk between the calibration path and the receiver protection path the calibration564

power %2 related to the transmitted power is the sum of the two phasers in voltage. The receiver565

calibration power is566

%2 = %C

(
1
;2
+ 1
;iso
+ 2√

;2;iso
cos(Δk)

)
. (B5)
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The possible calibration error in decibels associated with this approximation is567

ΔCal = −10log10

(
1+ ;2

;iso
+2

√
;2
;iso

cosΔk

)
. (B6)

The possible (min andmax) calibration error caused by the phase interaction between the calibration568

path and the receiver protection isolation is shown in Fig. B1. With 30 dB more isolation than569

calibration loss the absolute error from this effect for CRS is limited to 0.28 dB.570

While CRS does not use an external point-target calibration, the integration of the internal571

loopback signal in time is very similar to the integration of the reflection from a small external572

calibration fixture such as a corner reflector in range. This allows in both cases for direct calibration573

of the range weighting function with the external target, removing potential sources of error. In574

addition, integration of the received target over angle with a scanning antenna can (if the target is575

stationary and the antenna fully mobile) be used to directly estimate the integrated antenna pattern.576

b. External calibration577

While the internal calibration tracks transmit power, receiver gain, and pulse compression gain578

very well, CRS uses an ocean surface calibration for absolute measurements as per Li et al. (2005).579

The external calibration equation uses the range-integrated surface backscatter combined with580

the internally calibrated radar equation shown in Eq. (B4). Collecting all the range terms in Eq.581

(B4) save for the volume reflectivity and using a Riemann sum to approximate integrating over the582

ranges containing surface backscatter gives583

∑
surf

%[ [A′]A′2;2atm(A′)ΔA′ =
∑
cal
%2 [A′′]ΔA′′

;26
2_2

∬
5 4(\′, q′) sin\′m\′mq′

∑
surf [(A′)ΔA′

(4c)3;tx;rx;2rad
. (B7)

Substituting f0/cosq0 in place of
∑

surf [[A′]ΔA′ as per Eq. (20) gives584

∑
surf %[ [A′]A′2;2atm(A′)ΔA′∑

cal%2 [A′′]ΔA′′
=
;26

2_2
∬
5 4(\′, q′) sin\′m\′mq′f0

(4c)3;tx;rx;2rad cosq0
. (B8)
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Collecting all non-radar parameter terms gives a calibration constant �ext in units of m2,585

�ext =
cosq0

∑
surf %[ [A′]A′2;2atm(A′)ΔA′

f0 ∑
cal%2 [A′′]ΔA′′

= ;2

〈
62_2

∬
5 4(\′, q′) sin\′m\′mq′

(4c)3;tx;rx;2rad

〉
. (B9)

The external calibration constant�ext is calculated during calibration maneuvers using estimates of586

surface backscatter and atmospheric attenuation. For the IMPACTS 2020 field campaign, external587

coefficients were calculated during three calibration maneuvers at 8 degrees off nadir to reduce the588

impact of wind on f0.589

Substituting the external calibration constant�ext derived from the ocean surface calibration into590

the internal calibration Eq. (B4) and solving for volume reflectivity gives a significantly simplified591

internally-calibrated radar equation,592

[̂[A] = %[A
2;2atm(A)

�ext
∑

cal%2 [A′]ΔA′
. (B10)

This calibrated volume reflectivity estimator uses the external calibration coefficient constant to593

provide the absolute power to volume reflectivity conversion combined with the internal calibration594

signal to provide continuous tracking of changes in the transmitter and receiver gain.595
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Table 1. Performance metrics of the solid-state Cloud Radar System

Frequency 94.0 GHz

Transmitter Type Solid-State Power Amplifier

Peak Transmitter Power 30 Watts

Antenna Type Reflectarray

Antenna Gain 51 dB

Antenna Beamwidth 0.45 degrees

Vertical Resolution 115 m

Vertical Sampling 26.25 m

Approx. Horizontal Resolution 125 m

Approx. Horizontal Sampling 50 m

Pulse Repetition Interval 224/280 `s (staggered)

Sensitivity -30 dBZe (10 km, 0.5s integration time)
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T���� 1. Performance metrics of the solid-state Cloud Radar System

Frequency 94.0 GHz
Transmitter Type Solid-State Power Amplifier

Peak Transmitter Power 30 Watts
Antenna Type Reflectarray
Antenna Gain 51 dB

Antenna Beamwidth 0.45 degrees
Vertical Resolution 115 m
Vertical Sampling 26.25 m

Approx. Horizontal Resolution 125 m
Approx. Horizontal Sampling 50 m

Pulse Repetition Interval 224/280 `s (staggered)
Sensitivity -28 dBZe (10 km, 0.5s integration time)

Precipitation for Atlantic Coast-Threatening Snowstorms
(IMPACTS).

The electronic subsystems and antenna of CRS were
comprehensively upgraded while maintaining the mechan-
ical structure of the pressurized transceiver housing of the
original instrument. CRS is mounted on the NASA ER-2
aircraft in the tailcone and mid-section of either instrument
superpod as is illustrated in Figure 1. The antenna, along
with a pressurized canister which houses the transceiver,
waveform generator, and navigation system are located in
the superpod tailcone. The RF subsystem is connected
to a 0.51 m reflectarray antenna that points nadir through
an open window. The data system, digital receiver, and
power distribution subsystems are located in the pressur-
ized midbody of the aircraft superpod. The simplified
system block diagram is shown in Figure 2. CRS may also
be flown in combination with the NASA Goddard Space
Flight Center’s High-altitude Imaging Wind and Rain Air-
borne Profiler (HIWRAP) radar in the left wing superpod
(Li et al. 2016) using shared data system and digital re-
ceiver subsystems between the two instruments, allowing
co-located Ku-, Ka-, and W-band measurements.

The upgraded CRS system takes advantage of an in-
novative reflectarray antenna and recent advancements in
solid-state power amplifier (SSPA) technology, utilizing an
SSPA and pulse compression to achieve good range resolu-
tion, sensitivity, and reliability. The performance metrics
of the solid state CRS radar in its commonly deployed
configuration are shown in Table 1.

a. Solid-State Transceiver

The CRS transceiver uses a coherent two-stage hetero-
dyne system with the SSPA. The transmitter and receiver
share the antenna with a waveguide circulator and a set
of latching circulator switches to provide receiver protec-
tion. The noise figure of the receiver is set by a low-
noise amplifier (LNA) and the insertion losses of front end
components including a circulator, latching circulators, a
mechanical waveguide switch, and waveguide. Internal

(a)

(b)

(c)

F��. 1. CRS flies in the aft and midbody section of either ER-2 super-
pod. The antenna points through an open window, eliminating radome
loss. The RF electronics are located in the aft section of the superpod,
and the digital subsystems are located in the superpod midbody. (a)
The NASA ER-2 superpod and ER-2 window. (b) A photograph of the
pressurized CRS RF subsystem prior to installation on the ER-2. (c) An
illustration of CRS mounted in the ER-2 superpod.

F��. 2. Simplified CRS Block Diagram. RF and IF subsystems, as
well as waveform generation and control are contained within a pressur-
ized canister in the aft section of the ER-2 superpod. Power distribution,
the digital receiver, and the data system are located in the mid-body of
the ER-2 superpod.

calibration is achieved through a loop-back path that feeds
an attenuated sample of the transmitted waveform into the

Fig. 1. CRS flies in the aft and midbody section of either ER-2 superpod. The antenna points through an

open window, eliminating radome loss. The RF electronics are located in the aft section of the superpod, and the

digital subsystems are located in the superpod midbody. (a) The NASA ER-2 superpod and ER-2 window. (b)

A photograph of the pressurized CRS RF subsystem prior to installation on the ER-2. (c) An illustration of CRS

mounted in the ER-2 superpod.
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Fig. 2. Simplified CRS Block Diagram. The RF and IF subsystems, as well as waveform generation and

control are contained within a pressurized canister in the aft section of the ER-2 superpod. Power distribution,

the digital receiver, and the data system are located in the mid-body of the ER-2 superpod.
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Fig. 3. The 30 W 94 GHz GaAs solid state power amplifier.
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Fig. 4. The CRS reflectarray antenna during anechoic chamber testing
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(a)

(b)

F��. 5. The CRS reflectarray antenna pattern. (a) Full antenna pattern.
(b) Antenna pattern from -10 to 10 degrees.

prove radar sensitivity. Two drawbacks of pulse compres-
sion waveforms are the presence of a blind range near the
radar and range sidelobes from strong reflectors such as
the Earth’s surface. The selection of a pulse compression
waveform is a trade on radar sensitivity, range resolution,
pulse compression sidelobes, and blind range.

The blind range of a pulse compression waveform de-
pends on the length (or time) of the chirp, and is due to the
radar’s inability to receive weak signals while transmit-
ting. The pulse compression sidelobes additionally may
mask small signals near strong reflectors if the sidelobe
level is comparable to the radar sensitivity. Generally,
pulse compression sidelobes can be reduced by increasing
the time-bandwidth product of a chirp. Increasing the chirp
length increases the blind range, and may also increase the
spread of possible sidelobes. Increasing the chirp band-
width improves range resolution, but also increases the
receiver noise, degrading sensitivity. Amplitude tapering
on transmit can also improve sidelobe performance (at the
expense of sensitivity and range resolution), but complex
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F��. 6. The relative amplitude of the CRS chirp before (dashed) and
after (solid) transmitter saturation.

amplitude tapers require the transmitter to be run outside
of saturation, further degrading sensitivity.

The length of the CRS chirp was selected as 30 `s,
corresponding with a blind range of approximately 5 km.
This allows use of the LFM chirp at heights up to 15 km
above the surface at the nominal ER-2 flight altitude of
20 km. The chirp bandwidth is set to 3 MHz. The chirp
produced by the waveform generator has a Hann taper in
amplitude, however the transmitter is driven to saturation,
resulting in an amplitude tapered waveform more similar
to a Tukey window. The receive filter is a matched filter of
the saturated chirp with an additional Hann window applied
in time domain. The relative amplitude of the waveform
before and after transmitter saturation is shown in Fig. 6.

The pulse compressed chirp has a range resolution of
115 meters at 6 dB taper. The pulse compression sidelobes
measured through internal calibration and laboratory test-
ing are -70 dB at 600 meters, however realized sidelobes
from exceptionally strong surface targets show that pulse
compression performance is somewhat worse, reaching -60
dB by 700 meters. The increased sidelobes from excep-
tionally strong surface returns show a noise-like Doppler
signature. The di�erence between loopback and surface
sidelobes may be caused by di�erences in the calibration
path and the transmit/receive (T/R) path of the radar front,
phase noise, or thermal noise in the transmitted signal. The
pulse compression sidelobes are shown in Fig. 7.

While pulse compression is used for most radar ranges,
CRS utilizes a frequency-diversity waveform to provide
two conventional single-tone pulses for use if pulse com-
pression data is not available due to the chirp blind range
or range sidelobes. The two single tone pulses and LFM
chirp are transmitted in succession at slightly o�set fre-
quencies (subchannels) during every PRI. The frequency

Fig. 5. The CRS reflectarray antenna pattern. (a) Full antenna pattern. (b) Antenna pattern from -10 to 10

degrees.
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Fig. 6. The relative amplitude of the CRS chirp before (dashed) and after (solid) transmitter saturation. While

the waveform generator produces a Hann taper, transmitter saturation reduces the taper substantially.
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Fig. 8. Illustration of the CRS Frequency Diversity Waveform. Two pulses and a chirp are transmitted in

a train at slightly offset frequencies, then all three frequencies are received simultaneously. This waveform is

repeated at an alternating 224 `s, 280 `s pulse repetition interval.
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Fig. 9. Approximate sensitivity of CRS with radar range and height assuming a 20 km cruising ER-2

altitude. Sensitivity between 5 km from the aircraft and 1 km from the surface is improved by 14 dB with pulse
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7

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

F��. 10. Example data products from the Version 1 data release, January 25, 2020 science flight for the IMPACTS field campaign using Chirped
data only. The horizontal axis in each subplot is along-track distance and time, and the vertical axis is the apprxoimate height above sea level. (a)
Radar reflectivity without estimated attenuation correction. (b) Linear Depolarization Ratio. (c) Doppler Velocity (m/s) with the relative aircraft
motion subtracted. Positive values are upward velocity and negative values are downward. (d) Doppler velocity spectrum width including the
e�ects of aircraft motion.

where g6dB is the 6 dB range resolution of the compressed
chirp and the pulse compression gain 6pc is

6pc =

Ø
C0 |4(C 0) ⇤ ⌘(C 0) |23C 0

g6dB
. (6)

Note that the underlying equations are identical for the
pulsed and chirp channels, with the only di�erence being
housekeeping of the finite bandwidth loss and the pulse
compression gain.

These terms are insu�cient to determine radar sensitiv-
ity with a pulse compression radar, as the noise bandwidth
⌫ is not 1/g for shaped and compressed waveforms. The

bandwidth must be calculated directly from the receiver
impulse response,

⌫ =

Ø
C0 |⌘(C 0) |23C 0���Ø
C0 ⌘(C 0)3C 0

���2 . (7)

The volume reflectivity [ is converted to the equivalent
reflectivity factor according to the relationship

/4 =
[_41018

c5 | F |2
, (8)

Fig. 10. Example data products from the Version 1 data release, January 25, 2020 science flight for the

IMPACTS field campaign using Chirped data only. The horizontal axis in each subplot is along-track distance

and time, and the vertical axis is the approximate height above sea level. (a) Radar reflectivity without estimated

attenuation correction. (b) Linear Depolarization Ratio. (c) Doppler Velocity (m/s) with the relative aircraft

motion subtracted. Positive values are upward velocity and negative values are downward. (d) Doppler velocity

spectrum width including the effects of aircraft motion.
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Fig. 11. Expected standard deviation of CRS reflectivity measurements at 10 km range as a percentage of the

reflectivity, assuming a sensitivity of -30 dBZe and a spectrum width of 1 m/s.
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Fig. 12. Example of the CRS Dual-PRF Doppler Algorithm. (a) A single-PRF velocity estimate (horizontal

dashed line) and an initial dual-PRF estimate using Eq. (16) (vertical dotted line) with the single-PRF velocity

ambiguity illustrated by the light grey lines. The single-PRF velocity is ambiguous, possibly falling on any

intersection of the horizontal and diagonal lines. (b) The single-PRF velocity difference (Δ+) from Eq. (17)

(horizontal dashed line) and the initial dual-PRF estimate (vertical dotted line). The final velocity estimate is the

vertical solid line. The bolded diagonal line shows the single-PRF Nyquist interval shifted to the initial dual-PRF

estimate. This highlights the resistance of the algorithm to unaliasing errors as the single-PRF Nyquist interval

(bold) is centered on the initial dual-PRF estimate.
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Conventional Dual-PRF Velocity (m/s)
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F��. 12. Doppler data example demonstrating the CRS unfolding algorithm. (a) Conventional dual-PRF velocity image from Equation 15. The
horizontal axis is along-track distance. The vertical axis is height above sea level. The color scale is Doppler velocity in m/s, with a negative
velocity indicating downward motion. (b) Dual-PRF data with the CRS algorithm from Equation 17, visually showing reduced noise compared
to the conventional algorithm. (c) The SNR of a single vertical radar profile. (d) Velocity estimates of a single vertical radar profile. The dashed
lines are single-PRF velocities, folding in the rain layer below 3 km. The solid red line is the dual-PRF velocity from Equation 15, showing a larger
standard deviation but not folding due to the larger Nyquist velocity. The solid black line is the CRS dual-PRF velocity algorithm with both the
expanded Nyquist velocity and reduced uncertainty. (c) Heat map of the velocity correction term from Equation 16 (horizontal) with the received
power SNR (vertical).

spacing, one approximation of which is derived by Kozu
(1995). Additionally, it removes error due to instances
where the ‘peak’ of the return is not centered on a range
gate (Caylor et al. 1997; Tanelli et al. 2008). This tech-
nique requires that the range weighting function be at least

approximately Nyquist sampled by the range gate spacing

McLinden et al. (2015), a technique sometimes referred to

as “oversampling."

Fig. 13. Doppler data example demonstrating the CRS unfolding algorithm. (a) Conventional dual-PRF

velocity image from Eq. (16). The horizontal axis is along-track distance. The vertical axis is height above

sea level. The color scale is Doppler velocity in m/s, with a negative velocity indicating downward motion.

(b) Dual-PRF data with the CRS algorithm from Eq. (18), visually showing reduced noise compared to the

conventional algorithm. (c) The SNR of a single vertical radar profile. (d) Velocity estimates of a single vertical

radar profile. The dashed lines are single-PRF velocities, folding in the rain layer below 3 km. The solid red

line is the dual-PRF velocity from Eq. (16), showing a larger standard deviation but not folding due to the larger

Nyquist velocity. The solid black line is the CRS dual-PRF velocity algorithm with both the expanded Nyquist

velocity and reduced uncertainty. (c) Heat map of the velocity correction term from Eq. (17) (horizontal) with

the received power SNR (vertical). The algorithm is resistant to folding errors for SNR > -7 dB as used on CRS.
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Fig. 14. Simplified schematic of the CRS internal calibration loop. The transmitted power %C is coupled

through into the radar receiver with gain 6B. The calibration path loss is ;2 . All radar parameters are calibrated

with the exception of the transmit loss (;C G), antenna, and receiver loss prior to the calibration switch (;A G).
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Fig. A1. Radar coordinate system. The radar lies at the origin of both the spherical and cartesian

coordinates. The region illuminated by the antenna is labeled (, however a uniform illumination over this

region is not assumed.
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Fig. B1. Possible calibration error in decibels introduced by the coherence of the calibration path with that of

the receiver protection switch path. The CRS receiver protection isolation is more than 30 dB higher than the

calibration path loss.
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